WHAT DOES PROJECT 2025 SAY ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE?

TEN VIEWS & PROPOSALS THAT SERIOUSLY ENDANGER US

Project 2025 calls for the next GOP president to *immediately freeze, then reverse, all policies that aim to mitigate climate change*. Its authors believe:

1. Climate change is a myth.
2. Climate change is an excuse to limit Americans’ freedom and a radical attack against it.
3. Climate change advocates are “environmental extremists” or “climate fanatics.”
4. Climate programs “kill the economy.” All talk about climate change is “fear-based rhetoric.”
5. Calls to slow down global warming are part of an “unprovoked war on fossil fuels.”
6. The energy crisis is caused by extreme green policies, not fossil fuels.
7. Fracking and drilling are the path to US energy security, not problems: we should find more fossil fuels, not cut back on them, says Project 2025.
8. The US should roll back energy regulations and stop producing electric vehicles.
9. Stop worrying about endangered species: obtaining more fossil fuels is more important.
10. In fact, Project 2025 states, the U.S. environmental story is very positive: we don’t have to choose between a healthy environment and strong, growing economy.

*Read more about Project 2025’s potential impact on climate change at [www.stopthecoup2025/climate](http://www.stopthecoup2025/climate)*